Glenurquhart Primary
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT REPORT AND PLAN
PART ONE – Standards and Quality Report referencing your previous Improvement Plan and next steps:
School: Glenurquhart Primary
Head Teacher: Kerrie Laird
Date submitted: June 2018
Context of the school:
Glenurquhart Primary School serves the village of Drumnadrochit and surrounding area. We provide for P1-7 stages within the school, currently in 5
composite classes. The Head Teacher, Kerrie Laird was appointed in August 2016 and a Principal Teacher, Kirstine Mullin from within the staff in
September 2016. There had been a considerable period of instability in leadership within the school prior to this. There is currently a Newly Qualified
Teacher in P5/6, Mrs MacDonald and the P1 teacher, Mr Macleod was appointed in July 2017. The remaining teachers have been with the school for
many years. We also have a Support for Learning teacher, Mrs MacPhee who had previously completed the role of Acting Head Teacher. Our Gaelic
Medium class was mothballed in April 2016 but, returns to the school beginning again on the 18th June 2018 with Mrs MacVicar teaching the class. She
is with the school on a 23 month secondment.
We have strong relationships with the High School and Glenurquhart Childcare Centre which are situated next to the Primary School, ensuring good
transition experiences. We also have strong links with the other schools in our ASG, the community and regularly utilise support from businesses. See
also ‘What makes our school unique/special?’ in our Curriculum Rationale.
Attainment related to SNSA (P1, P4 and P7), Incas (P3 and P5) and internal school assessments (see Assessment Model in Curriculum Rationale):
Reading – Our reading attainment remains high with 88% of P7 children achieving ‘High’ in recent SNSAs, all children achieving middle and high at P4
level and the majority of P1s achieving middle or high. Incas shows an improvement in the class average from last year’s infant stages. Children who
were targeted for support, continue to make very good progress with some achieving as high as 3 years difference in Salford reading assessments.
There is a very slight dip in reading attainment at middle stages which also equates with a slight dip in developed ability.
Writing Skills – Again 88% of P7 children achieved ‘High’ in the recent SNSA and all children achieved middle or high at P4 stage. (This is combined with
reading for P1 stage) Our Incas results, while at or above average for the majority of Literacy skills, still show a lower than national average for Spelling
however. This will be targeted through work with the Literacy Development Officer, planned for next session.
Numeracy – Our numeracy results also continue to improve with almost all children achieving medium or high at all stages in the SNSA assessments. This
is a significant improvement from last year’s Incas results which showed middle and upper stages at, or slightly below national average. Incas shows a
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stable progression for mental maths and general maths in the P3 and P5 stages, with Measure, Shape and Space and Multiplication and Division
showing below national average at P5. However, our diagnostic assessments for numeracy across the school show considerable gaps and efficiencies
in stages of thinking. This is what we are addressing across the school.
Achievement of a Level Data
We have considerable changes in the numbers of children at each year group this year e.g. in Primary 7 we have double the number of children than last
year, thereby affecting the percentage scores. We continue to work towards improving attainment. We have clearer trackers and progression
pathways available and there were considerable discrepancies between SNSA results and these when analysed.
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Attainment over time (trends):
Using Incas data back to 2011/12 session, SPP trackers and more recently, Achievement of a Level data and SNSA information our whole school trends
show;
Reading/Literacy – Has remained at or above National average for most year groups. We have slowly increased attainment in the lower years. Word
recognition and spelling have continuously featured as attaining lower.
General maths – Has been lower in the upper classes but tending to sit around National average, wavering above and below for different age groups. A
dip was clearly seen around 2014/15 and 2016/17 for specific year groups. These have improved this year for P3 and P7 stages. Number work and data
feature most prominently as being lower.
Mental maths – Trends show this has been at or below National averages for the majority of year groups as is the picture across Highland area. A specific
dip could be seen in 2015/16 session which has begun to show an improving picture.
Developed ability – Has always been above national averages.
SIMD (2016-17 data):
76% of the children in the school are within SIMD bands 6 or 7 with a further 20% in higher bands 8-10. Only 2% are in lower ranking bands. 17 (16%)
children receive free school meals which we have been allocated £14,400 Pupil Equity Funding for in this coming session.
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School Vision, Values and Aims: These were renewed in session 2016-17 and further work has been completed with all stakeholders to produce the
poster below this session and work to ensure we are living and breathing our vision, values and aims.
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OUR AIMS:
- Provide a safe, nurturing, bright and happy learning environment.
- Provide an engaging, challenging and creative curriculum enabling all children to develop the skills they need to become successful learners, confident
individuals, responsible citizens and effective contributors.
- Aiming for excellence through setting high expectations for attainment, achievement, behaviour, attendance and punctuality.
- Develop relationships with children, parents, partners and the community to provide opportunities for all learners to achieve with a focus on inclusion
and equality.
CHILDREN’S AIMS – WE WOULD LIKE TO:
- Learn the skills we need to help us know what we’d like to do when we are older and be able to achieve all that we wish for.
- Work outside, learning in and about our environment and community, being fit and healthy.
- Enjoy giving ‘fun hundred per cent’ to our learning.
- Have classrooms which are bright and comfortable.
- Have our work and achievements displayed so that we can be proud of it.
- Feel included, supported, confident and listened to.
- Have good friends with everyone showing our school values.
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Summary of Improvement Report/Plan engagement process:
Participants
Engagement details
Teachers and other staff
Collegiate meetings – various – see calendar including Science and Maths training from Area Development Officers
Insets – Final SIP agreed 14.8.17 with all staff, 18.9.17 Science workshops, 19.9.17 Maths, differentiation and key assessment tasks
(see Inset evaluations), 21.2.18 Curriculum Rationale review, skills and maths
September Inset evaluation sheets
Norms of an improving schools with PSAs 21.9.17
Quality Indicators discussed through various themes and in starter sheets – Q.I. 2.3 ~ 20.4.18, Q.I. 2.7 ~ 12.1.18, Q.I. 3.2 ~ 13.12.17,
Education Scotland STEM Self-evaluation ~
STEM teaching staff questionnaire – Sept 17
STEAM and Profiling - ongoing theme at collegiate activity meetings
PSA meetings – see yellow jotter for agenda items, notes in evaluation folder,
Monitoring throughout year – see monitoring calendar
Curriculum Rationale review Feb 18
What makes a good lesson review – Feb 18
Online staff questionnaire May 2018
Parents
Section updating School Improvement in each monthly newsletter
Ongoing through Parent Council – see minutes on school website
HT Open Forums – 30.8.17, 8.11.17, 10.1.18, 3.5.18
Transition questionnaire – September 2017
Profiling Workshop feedback forms – Nov 2017
Profiling Feedback forms issued with profiles – 15.12.17, March 18
Curriculum Rationale poster agreed with parents through parent council
Display at parent meetings – 20/21.9.17 and 6/7th March 18
What makes a good lesson review – 6/7th March 18
Maths Parent Workshop feedback forms – May 18
Online parent questionnaire May 2018
Pupils
STEAM questionnaire – Sept 17
Pupil Learning Council – see blog page http://www.glenurquhartprimary.org.uk/citizenship-groups/pupil-council/
Twitter wall with various themes throughout the year
Work with Pupil Learning Council to create Curriculum Rationale poster Dec 17
Health Week feedback Jan 18
Food for Thought feedback sheets Jan 18
What makes a good lesson review – Feb 18
Profiling feedback forms – Mar 18
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Highland Lifestyle Survey 2018
Online pupil questionnaire May 2018
Volunteers working in DYW Week feedback
school
Food for Thought evaluations
Other partners
Improvement plan issued to all partners – feedback welcomed.
Specific partners identified at planning stage – see Engaging with Partners poster
Food for Thought feedback/ evaluation Jan 19
Associated Schools Group
Ongoing agenda items at ASG meetings termly
ASG priorities for next year agreed at meeting on 9.5.17
Transition group meetings throughout year – Maths focus 7.2.18
ASG Profiling Starter sheet – 27.9.17
ASG Meetings – 7.9.17, 7.2.18, 27.2.18
HT work with Short life working group for ASGs – see minutes
Moderation activities
September Inset 2016 – Whole ASG moderation of writing
Bundling of es and os for social subjects and Sciences completed within school?
19.9.17 Inset - Key Assessment task planned in stage groups within school
Termly Attainment meetings – identified children tracked as well as, class trends
Term 3 - Key Assessment tasks for Writing/IDL moderated at Primary ASG level
CAT – 24.1.18 Moderating Writing
March Authority moderation event – Key Assessment tasks moderated and found to be strong
Term 3 Science Week – moderation of planning across ASG (24.1.18) then moderation of Key Assessment Tasks across ASG
(2.5.18)
Ongoing:
Progression pathways built across ASG
Each teacher has completed 1 or 2 peer visits depending on teaching commitment
Learners involved in moderation through profiling process, learning conversations, agreeing Success Criteria and through Mrs
MacDonald’s project involving them in building Key Assessment Tasks
Blooms used to increase challenge and application
On-going informal professional dialogue
IDL planners and agreed format for Key Assessment Tasks ensure planning begins with es and os and assessment. Increased
use of Benchmarks through these.
Full details of engagement activities can be found in the school’s self-evaluation records and through engagement posters in Curriculum Rationale. This document
also includes updates in various curricular areas.
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What have we done to improve attainment, particularly in literacy and numeracy? (refer to specific projects and outcomes)
Numeracy has been our key focus for improvement this session. Projects have concentrated this year on teaching,
resources and assessment.

Training needs were identified with the Area Development Officer, Kirsten MacKay. This has included; looking
at new resources, assessments for basic facts, addition and subtraction, explaining thinking, understanding of
progression including review of the National Numeracy and Maths Progression Framework. Work to develop
Numeracy thinking skills was also completed with PSAs.

We continued to extend understanding of games which the children could play to enhance quick mental maths
following the Head Teacher demonstrating these in each class last year.

Maths and Numeracy home learning packs were created and workshop presented to parents to explain how they
could support this curricular area at home.
An outdoor numeracy area was created to support transfer of skills to different contexts and increase motivation and





engagement.
Following the success of the use of ICT, we continued to utilise Education City.
Staff have also had the opportunity to observe practice in other schools with a focus on Numeracy, ICT and profiling.

Literacy
 P7s have completed paired reading training with Keith Topping, Literacy Officer and this has been used between them and the lower areas to
promote enjoyment of reading and enhance various skills for all involved.
 P1/2 class teacher has received training to allow him to continue the work around Emerging Literacy, started last year and has also taken the role of
Literacy Leader within the school. From this, he has begun to implement strategies such as ‘Precision Spelling’ to the younger years. Alongside this,
the ASNT has brought training from Literacy group including 1 min spelling and word wasp which are seeing specific improvements in confidence and
attainment in the middle/upper stages.
 P6/7 teacher has continued her work with Literacy working group, concentrating on developmentally appropriate questioning for lower ability and
younger children. Work from this will be introduced to the whole school at the beginning of next session. The PSAs continue to use pre-teaching
vocabulary approaches when completing individual work with children (recorded on PSA sheets) and all staff use Closing the Vocabulary Gap training
when considering IDL planning with an aim to improve our attainment in word recognition.
 Our focus on profiling process this session begun with a clear link to establishing learning conversations with all staff receiving coaching training and
putting this into practice within their weekly conversations. This has supported the children in target setting and leading their learning.
 We took part in World Book Day again this year which linked in with our work from Science week on plastics with an ocean theme. This was an
excellent Interdisplinary way of promoting Literacy in context throughout the school.
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An increased emphasis on listening and talking in Modern Foreign Languages at the upper stages including an expectation for collaborative
presentation including the target language has increased skills in this area.
We tied work on Equality and Diversity into lessons around specific texts and these have been very popular in promoting writing and discussion.

Our Food for Thought project also encompassed raising attainment in Numeracy and Literacy through transferring skills to real-life contexts (see below.)

What have we done to improve children and young people’s health and wellbeing? (refer to specific projects and outcomes)
Over the last 2 years, we have worked to enhance our learning and teaching in Health and Wellbeing. This has included continuing our Resilient Kids
programme for P1, P3 and P7 to support with transition and understanding emotions, Roots of Empathy for P3, creating a nurture space, ‘The Bubble’
in April 2017, ongoing Head Teacher coaching sessions for specific children and emotional check-ins and bubble time in every class.
Specific projects this year include:
Food for Thought We aspired to increase our learning in food education following setting up a very successful baking
club, which all children in the school attend. We began a project to have every P7 leaving Primary School able to
cook a week’s worth of meals. This included planning, budgeting and buying (sustainable, healthy foods, locally),
cooking the meals and creating digital photographic recipes to share on our school website. We successfully
secured funding from Food for Thought for this. Each of the other classes also completed a food related
Interdisciplinary project. All children and staff involved in the project completed Food Hygiene training. We
budgeted for a family of four, comparing various supermarkets and visiting our small, local shop. We also looked at
calendars to see which foods were in season and plan our meals accordingly. The children completed lessons on the
Eatwell Guide to ensure they were creating healthy, balanced meals. All classes have recorded their learning on the
school website, with a special page for the P7 project and recipes created. These recipes are a similar format to ones
used by the secondary. The children used Ipads and Google apps to take pictures, notes, create their recipes and publish
them online. This enables us to share with family and the community. We have worked closely with the High School; completing our first cooking
session in the Home Economics department. This has established a great transition experience and links in skills progression which we hope to
continue to develop. We also visited a local farm, Corrimony and learnt about the journey of beef thanks to links with Quality Meat Scotland. A local
butcher supported this also by providing Scotch mince for our recipes. A local deli and business owner came in to the school and demonstrated how
to make macaroni and talked about how she established her cake business. This has provided on-going links with local businesses.
Health and Wellbeing Week:
Aims:
 To live by our school’s vision, values and aims.
 To learn about the importance of breakfast.
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 To experience more learning outdoors.
 To understand and develop a ‘Growth Mindset.’
 To set new goals for the coming term.
 To understand more about our overall health and wellbeing and increase it.
Throughout the week all classes took one of the wellbeing indicators and looked at this in detail, creating a poster which was then shared at assembly.
Free breakfast was offered to highlight the importance of a good start to the day. Following on from this, we are now providing snack at break. LiveN-Learn and Jammin’ Fitness completed presentations and workshops on Growth Mindset (developing our work on resilience) and these have now
developed to work combining Literacy and Equality and Diversity with book focus for all stages. We had karate taster sessions, visits from the school
nurse and woodland walks with the forest ranger.
Outdoor Education
We have continued to increase our resources outside to enable learning both about and in the outdoors. This year, we have used natural, recycled and
new materials to create a Literacy, Numeracy, Technology, Music, Water and Loose Parts areas in the playground to increase fun, exciting learning
experiences in the outdoors. All classes continue to complete at least one lesson a week outdoors. These have a wide array of themes and cover a
variety of curriculum areas.
Pupil Voice
We continue to work to promote increased pupil voice. This year this has included through our Pupil Learning Council which has focused on evaluating
‘What Makes a Good Lesson’ and how they can be involved in supporting teachers to improve learning experiences within the school. All children
have also been included in leading their learning through learning conversations; setting targets and evaluating these within the profiling process.
Overall, our work in Health and Wellbeing this year has closely linked with our vision, values and aims and helped make them alive and evident
throughout.

What have we done to improve employability skills and help our children and young people achieve sustained, positive school
leaver destinations? (refer to specific projects and outcomes)
Developing the Young Workforce Fortnight Each year, in December, we have a enterprise/DYW fortnight. The P6/7 linked their focus this year for this
with the Food for Thought project (detailed above.) Many local food and hospitality staff came in to be interviewed by the P6 and 7s. This also helped
make it intergenerational as we involved the cook and assistant from the community care centre for older people. The children created powerpoints
around the jobs which were then shared with the upper classes and a chosen selection at a whole school assembly.
Enterprise During term 2 all classes looked at an Enterprise activity culminating in a very successful Christmas Enterprise Fair. All classes made crafts
from various materials, budgeting and sold these for a profit.
Relevance Throughout teaching, using ‘What Makes a Good Lesson’ and ‘You be the teacher’, staff are more aware of the need to link learning to skills
and make it relevant to children so that they can see the links with skills for life and work. This has been a key focus for maths specifically this year as
well in trying to put the children’s maths learning into real, meaningful contexts.
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Profiling As part of the ongoing profiling process, the children are required to consider the skills they are learning and would like to learn and relate
these to specific roles which the children take to enhance their understanding of how these can be applied in later careers.
Leadership Opportunities The senior children continue to be given various opportunities to lead throughout the year. This includes leading activities for
Golden Time. For the first time this year, we appointed ‘Prefects’ in the school to recognise and promote responsible citizenship and enhance
effective contributors. The prefects have been excellent ambassadors for the school and shown a variety of skills in this role including,
communication, appreciating differences, confidence, problem solving, leading and supporting others. They have helped to model our school values
for the other children within the school.

Our overall evaluation of the school’s capacity for continuous improvement:
* We are confident in our capacity for continuous improvement ☒
* We have some concerns about our capacity for continuous improvement ☐
Comment: We are confident that with continued stability in staffing, all can continue to be involved in leading the school forward- ‘Guiding, Uniting
and Promoting Success.’
Acronyms used:
HGIOS – How Good is Our School
ASG – Associated Schools Group
CPD – Continuous Professional Development
PSA – Pupil Support Assistant
ASNT – Additional Support Needs Teacher
CAT – Collegiate Activity Time
HT – Head Teacher
STEAM – Science, Technology, Engineering, Art & Design, Mathematics
QI – Quality Indicator
ASN – Additional Support Needs
IDL – Interdisciplinary Learning
QIO – Quality Improvement Officer
GTCS – General Teaching Council for Scotland
SIP – School Improvement Plan
TLC – Teacher Learning Community
GOOSC- Glenurquhart Out of School Childcare
GUPS – Glenurquhart Primary School
PRD – Professional Review and Development
SPP – Summary of Personal Progress
TEACHH - Treatment and Education of Autistic and related Communication Handicapped Children
SNSA – Scottish National Standardised Assessments for P1, P4 and P7
INCAS – National Assessment completed at P3 and P5 stages
Explanation of terms of quality:
All
100%
Almost all
91-99%
Most
75-90%
Majority
50-74%
Minority/less than half
15-49%
A few
less than 15%
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How would we evaluate this QI using the HGIOS?4 six-point scale? Excellent ☐ Very Good ☒ Good ☐
Choose one evaluation from the six options. Satisfactory ☐ Weak ☐ Unsatisfactory ☐

QI 1.1 Selfevaluation for
selfimprovement
THEMES
 Collaborative approaches
to self-evaluation

How are we doing? What’s working well
for our learners? What are the features
of effective practice in our school?)

FOCUS ON IMPROVEMENTS FROM
LAST YEAR’S IMPROVEMENT PLAN
 Continued regular discussion with
staff around on going school
improvement ensure staff continue
to be fully involved in selfevaluation. This leads all our school
improvement and is planned in our
working time agreement.

 Parent’s receive regular updates on
school improvement in the school
newsletter and are regularly
consulted through Parent Council.
The March parent meetings are
used as an engagement event to
12

How do we know? What evidence do we
have of positive impact on our
learners?

MAKE BRIEF REFERENCES TO
SUPPORTING DATA AND OTHER
INFORMATION

What could we do now? What
actions would move us forward?

IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES
HIGHLIGHTED IN THIS AREA – SIP
PRIORITIES SELECTED FROM THESE
 HGIOS 4 Activity Starter sheets have Throughout the themes for this QI:
been completed together with
teaching and PSA staff – evaluating  Review pupil committee groups to
against QIs, considering evidence
increase pupil voice and leadership
and agreeing next steps.
of improvement ~ variety of groups
and meeting once a month.
 Collegiate sessions and Inset Days
Through these, children to take lead
used to review school improvement
roles in aspects of school
plan – traffic lighting outcomes.
improvement ~ links to be made
 Staff are able to discuss selfwith members of the Parent
evaluation and improvement and
Council/forum and partners invited
their involvement in it.
to lead also.
 PSA weekly meetings show
engagement with on-going
 Increase analysis of moderation
improvement targets.
activities across the ASG and wider
 Staff questionnaires showed that all
afield.
staff strongly agree or agree that
they are actively involved in
 Build in further opportunities to
evaluating practise and setting
reflect back on the impact actions
priorities to improve the school.
have made and the evidence
 School newsletters contain school
gathered together with all
improvement updates monthly.
stakeholders.
 Photographs and collation of
feedback from parent engagement
 Further increase partners and other
event – Mar 18.

present school improvements for
the past session and gain all
parent’s views and ideas for going
forward.

 Learners are involved in selfevaluation through the Pupil
Council, HT consultations and
Twitter wall to gather ideas.
 All teaching staff have lead roles
within the school, agreed through
the PRD process. Two staff
members have begun the Lead On
leadership programme and are
leading improvement projects into
next session. PSAs lead aspects
throughout the year. These take
into account discussions around
utilising and building on strengths
as well as, development needs.
 All teaching have used ‘looking
outwards’ to widen their
perspective and increase their
critical awareness. They have also
all taken part in 1 or 2 learning visits
both in and out of the school. HT
has also increased network to allow
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stakeholder’s involvement in self Parent Council minutes show
evaluation activities – see partner
engagement and improvements
engagement poster in Curriculum
made.
Rationale. Send SIRP to partners
 Website shows engagement with
and ask how they would like to be
wider community.
involved. When partners are in the
 Almost all parent questionnaires
school offer them a feedback sheet
(92.9%) show that parents feel they
to gain opportunities for
are actively consulted on their views
engagement.
and most felt that these are acted
upon (83.3%.)
 Create a child-friendly, one page
 Pupils can discuss how they have
school improvement plan to be
worked to increase pupil voice and
created with Pupil Learning Council.
the differences they have made –
Pupil Learning Council minutes.
 How Good is OUR School to be used
with Pupil Learning Council to self PRD records show staff
evaluate against quality indicators
involvement and clearly linked with
with the children.
GTCS Standards – coaching wheels
completed in relation to this.
 Further widen ‘looking outwards’ to
 Teacher’s Lead On plans show
include opportunities for support
developing leadership skills.
staff to complete peer visits.
 PSA meetings allow feedback and
opportunities to lead for support
staff – Roots of Empathy, baking
club, Golden time activities, Art,
trips, competitions.
 CAT records show research shared.
 Looking inwards, forwards,
outward folder.
 Staff CPD records

 Analysis and evaluation
of intelligence and data

wider self-evaluation nationally
through involved in Excellence in
Headship and Columba 1400.
 ASG have focused on moderating
Science planning and assessment as
well as, writing.
 ASG Primary staff completed
reading key assessment tasks and
these were moderated within the
South area.

 ASG HTs have worked together to
create all Literacy and Numeracy
progression pathways and
assessment trackers. These were
taken from a wide variety of
sources, including the new
Benchmarks and then discussed
with staff. These were also sent to
QIO and curriculum development
officers for quality assurance
feedback.
 Analysis of evidence and gathering
of it has been completed jointly
with staff through consideration of
the Activity Starter sheets. Staff
work very well together, sharing
practice, research, training and
offering peer support and
challenge.
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 Inset day activities – increasing
cross stage understanding of
standards.
 Key assessment tasks formats
agreed as an ASG level and used to
plan and assess together to agree
standards and expectations.
 At recent authority moderation,
Glenurquhart ASG key assessment
tasks were deemed to be strong in
meeting assessment criteria
(feedback from QIO.)
 Progression pathways in place for
Maths and Literacy have been
agreed across ASG Primaries and
discussed with Secondary. Staff
now show better understanding of
expectations and standards.
 Staff have begun to use these in
gathering and analysing data and
comment on how supportive they
feel they are.
 Activity Starter sheets
 CAT minutes
 Staff CPD records

 There is very good communication
with wider agencies including,
GOOSC, Police, Practice Leads and
Health to ensure that there is up-todate knowledge about the local
community and influences on
children’s achievement.
 A variety of data is gathered to
monitor and track progress for
learners.

 Planning formats, monitoring and
tracking calendar are in place and
have been discussed and agreed
with staff to ensure they are
manageable and tackle
bureaucracy. They are regularly
reviewed.
 HT involvement in Excellence in
Headship, national conferences as
well as, extended involvement with
cohort from Columba 1400 has
sought out best practice from other
15

 Child plan’s show engagement with
services and how we are meeting
needs. All staff are involved in
these.
 Staff are able to discuss local
circumstances in relation to
particular children.
 Achievement discussions take place
termly to evaluate evidence
gathered – see notes in attainment
folder.
 Monitoring calendar shows tracking
overview and anticipated impact for
learners.
 Adapted SPP tracker.
 Incas overview
 ASN discussions.
 Achievement tracker.
 Developmental overviews for Early
Years.
 Staff meeting minutes and Inset
days show consultation.
 Planners agreed and in use. These
have been adhered to throughout
the year and only adapted on
consultation and agreement with
staff.
 Various engagement posters
created to collate agreements and
show how discussions have been
used then adapted to suit own
context.

areas and considered national
advice and research.
 Increasing use of digital solutions to
support interrogation of data has
taken place this year as well as,
training for two staff in Google
Apps for Education and one staff
member for Microsoft 365.

 Ensuring impact on
learners’ successes and
achievements

 Staff continue to be involved in
planning for assessment and
developing assessment practices.
 Clear evidence of continued focus
on self-evaluation and
improvements made as a result can
be seen through evaluative
discussions had and collated starter
sheet evaluations.
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All are involved in self-evaluation to
move the school forward, with
views sought at various points
throughout the year, both formally
and informally. These are valued
and acted upon. Evidence is shared
and then used to inform next steps
for improvement.

 HT CPD records.
 Developments from conferences
shown in Inset training and staff
meetings.
 HT CPD record.
 Attainment spreadsheet
 Google forms used to create and
collate parent, pupil and staff
questionnaires.
 Posters created – see Curriculum
Rationale and above.
 School website/ class blogs.
 Adapted assessment practices
following TLC engagement.
 IDL planners focussing on planning
assessment.
 Staff CPD records show impact.
 School improvement plan reviews
show targets met.
 Assessment results show
improvement in attainment for
targeted children.
 Curriculum rationale and
progression pathways are in place
and continue to be reviewed.
 See engagement process dates.
 Pictures and feedback from
parental engagement events.
 Questionnaires show that all staff
and most parents (90.4%) feel the
school is improving.
 Pupil learning council
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Profiling processes have supported
children in reviewing their own
learning and choosing the direction
of their next steps.



Inwards, outwards and forwards
focus in our evaluation and
improvement activities has ensured
a wide perspective for selfevaluation.

 HT Open Forums
 Parent Council meetings
 Profiles
 Profile questionnaires show that
most children (80%) feel profiles
help them take the lead with their
learning.
 Most parents (88.1%) felt the school
supports them in understanding
and taking an active part in
discussions about their child’s
progress and next steps in learning.
 Inwards, outwards, forwards
poster.
 Minutes from CAT
 Staff CPD records

QI 1.3
Leadership of
change

How would we evaluate this QI using the HGIOS?4 six-point scale?

How are we doing? What’s working well
for our learners? What are the features
of effective practice in our school?)

FOCUS ON IMPROVEMENTS FROM
LAST YEAR’S IMPROVEMENT PLAN
THEMES
 Vision, values and aims were
 Developing a shared
reviewed last session led by the
vision, values and aims
children and involving the whole
relevant to the school and
school community. This included
its community
looking at what makes our school
unique/special. A continued focus
on these through assemblies, links
with various curricular areas
particularly Equality and Diversity
and the creation of a poster to
display them in every area of the
school has ensured that these are
interwoven in the daily life of the
school and reflect all that we do.
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Excellent ☐ Very Good ☐ Good ☒
Satisfactory ☐ Weak ☐ Unsatisfactory ☐

How do we know? What evidence do we
have of positive impact on our
learners?

MAKE BRIEF REFERENCES TO
SUPPORTING DATA AND OTHER
INFORMATION
 Staff, children and families know
our vision, values and aims; created
through homework, P6 assemblies,
competition; communicated in
newsletters and on website, in
Handbook, displayed at entrance,
assemblies on each of the values,
part of ongoing lessons, discussed
in staff meetings. All were also
involved in considering what makes
GUPS unique and this was included
in our Curriculum Rationale.
 Curriculum Rationale (reviewed
annually – Feb 18)
 Staff discussion during Inset, CATs
and meetings.
 What makes our school unique
overview created with all
stakeholders.
 Vision, values and aims posters
throughout the school.
 What makes a good lesson showing
vision, values and aims interwoven
to this.
 School displays incorporating

What could we do now? What actions
would move us forward?

IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES
HIGHLIGHTED IN THIS AREA – SIP
PRIORITIES SELECTED FROM
THESE
Throughout the themes for this QI:
 Increase creativity and innovation in
curricular opportunities offered to
children.
 Review committee groups with
children to consider how all
children can be involved in leading
areas of school improvement.
 Use of How Good is OUR School
with the Pupil Learning Council to
enable children to effectively
evaluate the school and gather
views to lead improvements.
 Values linked to
committee/leadership groups and
how these relate to skills.
 As in QI 1.1 - Build in further
opportunities to reflect back on the
impact actions have made and the
evidence gathered together with all

 Strategic planning for
continuous improvement
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values.
stakeholders.
 In recent questionnaires children
commented on the vision and
 Consider working groups to look at
values and enjoying the Equality and
key elements of school
Diversity books. Most parents
improvement creatively and
(83.3%) and all staff said they knew
critically.
the vision, values and aims and that
these represent the school well.
 Through ongoing analysis of data,
 Risk Matrix overview shows data
staff have a better understanding of
gathered and this has been used to
the social, economic and cultural
identify improvement targets. Risk
context of the school community.
Matrix data has been included in
This knowledge is encompassed in
attainment trackers this year so all
our vision, values and aims.
are aware.
 On-going attainment discussions
identify those at risk and plan
actions required to close gaps.
These are also evidenced within
child plans.
 Parents are actively involved in key
 Annual parental engagement event
areas of improvement and their
highlighting key school
views gathered as part of this.
improvement areas. Collation of
information from this, HT open
forums and Parent Council used to
inform priorities for improvement
next session.
 A clear School Improvement Plan is  School Improvement Plan and
in place in line with Highland Council
action plans.
formats. All have been involved in
 HGIOS 4 Activity Starter sheets
creating this, as detailed above. In-  Posters created to show how we
depth action plans for main
engage all; pupils, parents, staff and
priorities ensure that these plans
partners, in the improvement
are manageable, identify collegiate
process.
activity time and focus on positive

impact for children.
 Updates on these are discussed
termly with staff and shared with
parents, partners and the wider
community in each monthly
newsletter and through the school
blog.
 Standards and Quality Report
identifies progress on these plans.
This is published on our school
website and shared with parents
and partners through newsletters,
at Parent Council and at
engagement event.
 All staff are committed to
implementing improvement and
change and are supported by each
other and the HT within this. Staff
are becoming more confident in
evaluating the work of the school
through regular opportunities for
professional dialogue.
 There is increased, shared
understanding of what makes
quality learning through looking
outwards and extending
perspectives. Peer visits, Lead On,
networks. TLC last session.
 Children have been involved in
leading improvements through
pupil committee groups and also in
their profiling.
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 Staff meeting minutes.
 Monthly newsletters.
 School blog.

 Standards and Quality Report.
 Monthly newsletter.

 Staff comment on this in discussion.
 Staff questionnaires show that all
staff feel they are involved in
evaluating practice and helping the
school to continue to improve.

 Staff CPD records
 Lean On projects

 Committee group minutes
 School blog
 Children questionnaires show that
most children (76%) felt the
committees are good at making
changes and leading improvements

in the school.

 Implementing
improvement and change

 Carefully planned development and
tracking monitoring calendars have
been agreed within Working Time
Agreements. These ensure time is
set aside for professional dialogue,
collegiate training and selfevaluation and focus specifically on
school improvement targets.
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Training for staff has been carefully
planned and agreed around needs
in relation to teaching standards/
Support for Learning targets and in
relation to school improvement
targets. All teaching staff have lead
roles and are supported with this.
Two staff are taking part in
Highland Council Lead On training

 Monitoring, tracking and selfevaluation calendar and overview.
 Monitoring and attainment
discussions agree gaps and how
these will be met and then identify
improvements made.
 Class observations show teachers
are taking on board collegiate
training, trialling new approaches
and actively seeking feedback for
HT and colleagues.
 Collegiate calendar show staff
engagement in developing their
practice.
 Parents feedback in parent
engagement events and parent
questionnaires highlight that they
feel the school is well led (97.6%)
and that the school is improving
(90.4%)
 PRD coaching wheels and process
against GTCS Standards.
 CPD records show how staff have
been supported in improvement
and detail impact on school
improvement.
 Staff questionnaires show that all
staff feel that the school makes
appropriate provision for their

programme and have helped write
action plans for taking projects
forward next session.

continuing professional
development.

How would we evaluate this QI using the HGIOS?4 six-point scale? Excellent ☐ Very Good ☐ Good ☒

Satisfactory ☐ Weak ☐ Unsatisfactory ☐

QI 2.3
Learning,
Teaching and
Assessment
THEMES
 Learning and
engagement

How are we doing? What’s working well
for our learners? What are the features
of effective practice in our school?)

FOCUS ON IMPROVEMENTS FROM
LAST YEAR’S IMPROVEMENT PLAN

MAKE BRIEF REFERENCES TO
SUPPORTING DATA AND OTHER
INFORMATION

 There is a positive learning
 Children’s questionnaires show that
environment where children are
most children (83.5%) feel safe and
safe, cared for and motivated to
cared for in school.
learn. This has been enhanced this
 Twitter wall feedback showed
session through work at assemblies,
children can identify various areas
in school displays and in
which help them feel safe in school.
combination with work around
 During assemblies almost all
Equality and Diversity.
children rated feeling safe as a 5 out
of 5.
 Parent questionnaires showed
almost all parents (97.6%) feel their
child is safe in school.
 A positive behaviour incentive
system implemented last session
continues to be motivational for the
children and supports a positive
learning environment throughout
the school. Various strategies have
been used throughout the year to
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How do we know? What evidence do we
have of positive impact on our
learners?

 Good to be Green system.
 Make a Deal
 Behaviour protocols
 Website showing strategies used
with children (during assemblies as
well.)
 Parent engagement event in March

What could we do now? What actions
would move us forward?

IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES
HIGHLIGHTED IN THIS AREA – SIP
PRIORITIES SELECTED FROM THESE
Throughout the themes for this QI:
 Embed profiling process and
continue to develop children’s
ability to discuss learning.
 Further increase moderation in
wider curricular areas.
 Introduce developmentally
appropriate questioning.
 Continue to develop the application
of skills across learning activities, in
meaningful and relevant contexts.
 Further explore how learning is
evidenced to show and enhance
progression, depth and challenge.

promote positive behaviour and
respect. Parents comment that
they still like this system. Children
with ASN have been taken into
account and an appropriate
additional system implemented –
Make a Deal. This enables them to
be successful also.

showed an increase in parents who
felt behaviour was good or medium
(93%)
 Feedback from HT Open forums
regularly stated that parents like
the Good to be Green system.
 Staff report that often a verbal
warning is enough – less higher
level actions are being required.
Children want to stay ‘green.’
 Questionnaires show that most
children (63.8%) and most staff
(90%) feel that behaviour is good in
the school.
 Learners’ achievements are tracked,  Most parents (76.2%) and most
recognised and celebrated. We are
children (89%) feel that there are
beginning to link these with skills
opportunities for all to achieve.
progression pathways.
 Achievement assemblies.
 Achievement trackers.
 Pupil profiles.
 Achievement tree.
 Class observations.
 Most children are engaged and
 Children’s questionnaires show the
motivated to succeed.
majority of children (71.5%) enjoy
school and that their lessons are
interesting and fun (73%.)
 Incas testing still shows less in
relation to writing and maths for
attitudes.
 Staff plan learning that is well
 Class monitoring observes children
matched to children’s needs and
on task and motivated to learn.
interests.
 Staff plans and feedback on these.
 Child plans – child’s views
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 Track wellbeing indicators as part of
profiling process and create
class/school action plans following
this. Link to children’s rights
through assemblies.
 Continued work to increase
differentiation, pace and challenge
within lessons.
 Further enhance use of digital
technologies in line with rollout of
Chromebooks.
 Research and increase learning
through play at the early stages.
 Further enhance structured,
progressive outdoor learning
opportunities.
 Further increase engagement with
partners to enhance learning and
relevance.

 Quality of teaching

 A variety of children’s citizenship
groups allow the children to take a
lead role and contribute effectively
to the life of the school.
 The Pupil Learning Council has
worked to continue the high profile
we make of pupil voice within the
school. This has included looking at
‘What makes a good lesson?’ this
year and then how they can support
feedback on this in a lesson.
Children feel that their views are
sought and acted upon.
 This year we have increased
children’s involvement in planning
and leading their learning through
developing profiling processes. This
includes weekly learning
conversations to develop the
children’s understanding of
themselves as learners’. These have
also helped share learning with
parents and involve them in
evaluating progress.
 Staff have received training to
support questioning, higher order
thinking skills and feedback. They
are beginning to use this to develop
their teaching approaches and
increase challenge.
 All staff completed personal
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 Attainment discussions.
 Citizenship group minutes and
blogs.
 Children questionnaires show that
most children (84.5%) feel the
committees are good at making
changes and leading improvements.
 ‘What makes a good lesson?’
poster
 ‘You be the teacher’ evaluation
sheets.
 Pupil profiles.
 Profile feedback showed that all
parents feel the profiles help them
share discussions about learning
with their child while most children
(88.3%) felt that profiles help them
share their learning, progress,
achievements and successes with
home.
 Inset training records and feedback.
 Class displays in some classes.
 Classroom monitoring by Head
Teacher and peer visits have shown
that staff are confident to try new
strategies from training, work
collegiately to discuss this and
further develop their practice.
 CAT records

research around differentiation and
then shared this collegiately to
enhance practice.

 Digital technology is utilised to
support learning and specifically
those with specific needs.
 Teachers use a variety of
independent and collaborative
learning strategies. This year they
have considered fluid and tiered
groupings following on-going
assessment.
 Senior pupils are also encouraged
to take a lead in structured golden
time activities and in roles within
the school.
 Outdoor learning takes place at
least weekly to enhance skills, social
interaction, wellbeing and embed
knowledge and learning. We use
our surrounding environment well –
Craigmonie Woods.

 We have strong community links –
Care Centre visits, library, shop,
church, businesses.
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 Staff CPD plans
 Class monitoring visits show that
there is increased differentiation
and tiered learning in all stages.
 Children and parent questionnaires
show that both still feel that
challenge could be increased.
 Teacher’s plans.
 Child’s plan for those who are
engaging with assisted technology.
 Teacher’ plans.
 Class observations

 Structured Golden Time plans.

 Inset training records and feedback.
 Staff plans.
 Pupil and parent feedback shows
that both have enjoyed increased
outdoor learning and wish for this
to be further enhanced.
 Eco Committee work.
 Class blogs show work on outdoor
learning.
 Class blogs.
 Teacher’s plans
 Family homework as part of
considering what makes us unique

 Effective use of
assessment

 Planning, tracking and
monitoring
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 Following work last year where
staff engaged with a Teacher
Learning Community on
assessment, we have further
developed our use of Key
Assessment Tasks and planning for
assessment this year.

 Key Assessment Tasks including
aspects of Literacy, Health and
Wellbeing, IDL and Science have
been moderated within the staff,
with other ASG teachers and at
Authority level where they were
found to be strong.
 Staff have increased their
confidence in assessing children’s
progress and are ensuring that
assessment is planned.
 Tracking arrangements are in place
for Literacy, Numeracy and Health
and Wellbeing. These are updated
regularly, closely monitored and
discussed termly. These are used to
agree those at risk, evaluate our
interventions and ensure that all
children are making appropriate
progress. Teacher’s knowledge of

highlighted this as one of the main
positives in the school.
 Press cuttings.
 Key Assessment Tasks in profiles –
including explanation of these for
parents.
 TLC Evaluation sheets show positive
impact on staff and learners.
 Classroom monitoring by Head
Teacher and peer visits has shown
that staff are confident to try new
strategies from training, work
collegiately to discuss this and
further develop their practice.
 Moderation feedback on key
assessment tasks.
 QIO fed back that Glenurquhart ASG
were found to be strong.

 Attainment discussions.
 IDL planners
 Teacher’s plans.
 SPP tracker including additions as
assessments change and develop
e.g. including SNSA this year and
numeracy diagnostics.
 Attainment discussions and followup actions.
 Assessment results.
 Monitoring programme in place.
 Teachers informal discussion.

data analysis continues to develop
through these discussions.
 A 3 year cycle of planning for
interdisciplinary learning
opportunities is now in place.
 Staff have engaged with the new
Benchmarks and these have been
utilised to adapt tracking and
assessment documents to ensure
children are making appropriate
progress. This has concentrated on
Numeracy this session.
 IDL planning approaches have been
developed with all teaching staff.
These are manageable and support
staff to focus on learning, ensure
assessment is planned, include
aspects of vocabulary development,
skills and ensure partners to
support learning are considered.
 A variety of assessment practices
are used to target needs and
identify children requiring support
and challenge. Targeted children
are very well supported and making
very good progress.
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 IDL planner
 Forward planners
 Assessment trackers
 Teacher’s own assessments

 IDL planners
 Staff dialogue.

 Staff know pupils well – shown in
informal conversations.
 Attainment discussion notes.
 Assessment results.
 Achievement tracker.
 Parent questionnaires show that
almost all (92.9%) feel that staff
know their child well and support
them.
 ASN Passport for supply teachers in
place
 ASN Passports for transition to
support transfer of information.

How would we evaluate this QI using the HGIOS?4 six-point scale? Excellent ☐ Very Good ☐ Good ☒

Satisfactory ☐ Weak ☐ Unsatisfactory ☐

QI 3.1 Ensuring
wellbeing,
equality and
inclusion
THEMES
 Wellbeing

How are we doing? What’s working well
for our learners? What are the features
of effective practice in our school?)

FOCUS ON IMPROVEMENTS FROM
LAST YEAR’S IMPROVEMENT PLAN
 Staff know children well and are
fully involved child’s plan process.

How do we know? What evidence do
we have of positive impact on our
learners?

MAKE BRIEF REFERENCES TO
SUPPORTING DATA AND OTHER
INFORMATION

IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES
HIGHLIGHTED IN THIS AREA – SIP
PRIORITIES SELECTED FROM THESE
Throughout the themes for this QI:

 Staff discussions.
 Child’s plans
 Develop pathways for cross-cutting
 Staff questionnaires show all staff
themes and the skills related to
feel their views are taken into
these.
account, that communication is
good.
 Parent questionnaires show parents  Further training on restorative
approaches.
feel staff know their children well
and support them. (92.9%)
 Child’s view section of child’s plans.  Develop RME progression pathway
and how this links with citizenships.

 Children’s views are gathered
around the wellbeing indicators to
feed into their child plans. These
indicate the most children meet
these indicators.
 Work this session has further
 Wellbeing Wall display with posters
enhanced children’s understanding
created by each class.
of the wellbeing indicators and how
these link with our school vision and
values and the life of the school.
 Children feel safe, secure and
● Children’s questionnaires and focus
groups show children feel cared for
respected within the school.
(83.5%), feel they get help when
they need it (82.5%) and that adults
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What could we do now? What actions
would move us forward?

 Tie in equality and diversity to IDL
progression pathways.
 Ensure the cultures of different
countries are encompassed when
teaching languages.
 Increase languages teaching within
the school.
 Gaelic (L3) training for upper staff.

 Our school values and aims identify
clear aspirations for the wellbeing
of children.
 All classes complete an emotional
check-in and offer bubble time
which supports children to feel
listened to and cared for. All staff
have completed a taster session for
coaching to support learning
conversations.
 Emotional coaching by HT is offered
for children with specific needs.

 A new nurture room, ‘The Bubble’
has been created to support
targeted children’s needs.
 A new behaviour incentive system
was adopted in August 2016 which
has provided a clear system for
rewarding good behaviour. For
those with specific needs, a further
system is in place - ‘Make a Deal.’
This supports all children with high
expectations of behaviour.
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listen to them (78.9%).
● School values and aims.

 Staff plans
 Work with Primary Mental Health
Workers identified very good
practice within the school.
 Records from coaching showing
progression.
 Almost all parents comment that
this has helped their child – parent
emails/ phone calls.
 Children are able to discuss how
they were supported.
 Records from The Bubble and
letters introducing aims.
 Parents and children able to explain
progress made.
 Good to be Green overview.
 Achievement trackers.
 91% of the school have achieved a
gold award for 30 weeks ‘green’
behaviour (this is a rise of 17%). The
remaining children have all achieved
silver award (20 weeks.)

 Ensure there is a balance of
additional support to nurture as
well as raising attainment.
 Develop a shared understanding of
children’s rights and how this links
with school values, wellbeing
indicators and emotional literacy
and nurturing approaches.
 Review Golden Time with the Pupil
Learning Council to ensure skill
development is clearly agreed and
progressed.
 Assess impact of learning outdoors
and continue to increase learning
outdoors.
 Citizenship groups review to
increase pupil voice and leadership
– aiming to improve behaviour
through children having more of a
say.

 Resilient Kids programme has been
used with P3 and P7. Creating
Confident Kids programme used
every second year with a different
focus each term. Roots of Empathy
with P2/3 this session and P4 last
session.
 Annual work on bullying has been
particularly specifically successful
this year using assemblies and short
animations to introduce the theme
then each class contribute to a
display around various aspects of
this. This has been something
which was previously highlighted as
requiring improvement.
 We have established close links with
partners to ensure that the best
support and advice is available in
overcoming obstacles to success.
 School clubs support pupil’s
physical and emotional wellbeing.

 Our Health and Wellbeing week
provided an excellent focus on
wellbeing. This had clear aims and
was linked directly with the
wellbeing indicators and school
values. It increased the children’s
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 Child’s plans for those on ‘Make a
Deal.’
 Teacher’s plans

 Pupil questionnaires had 36 out of
92 comments related to bullying
being the area the school had
improvement the most this year.
 Parent engagement event showed
more parents placed dealing with
bullying higher than last year.
 Staff questionnaires showed all
staff feel that bullying is dealt with
effectively.
 Child’s plans

 School clubs listed on newsletters.
 Achievement trackers are used to
target those who do not have these
opportunities to include them in the
likes of afterschool and lunch time
clubs.
 Children’s questionnaire from
Health and Wellbeing Week
highlight this as a success with

understanding of their wellbeing.
 Fulfilment of statutory
duties

 Inclusion and equality
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various areas of learning.
 Comments in pupil profiles.

 Recent training has been offered to
staff on child protection. This is
clearly recorded and included nonteaching and janitorial staff.
 Head Teacher has received high
level training on child protection
procedures and is able to deliver
training in the school.
 Visitors to the school are made
aware of child protection policies
and procedures and asked to sign a
register.

 Training and child protection
records in line with Highland
Practice Model and Guidance.
 Staff CPD records.
 Safeguarding document.

 All teaching and support staff have
received training on Equalities and
Diversity last session. A new policy,
in line with Highland Council
guidelines, was developed this year
and has also been agreed with
parents. It is published on our
school blog.
 Equalities calendar in place and key
events highlighted within termly
and weekly timetables for staff to
plan and be aware of.
 Various texts were purchased at the
end of last session to aid teaching

 Staff training records.
● Newsletter informing parents of
policy development and requesting
feedback.
● Parent Council discussion around
policy and its promotion and
adoption.
● Equalities and Diversity Policy and
calendar.
 Equalities annual calendar.
● Weekly timetables issued to all staff
show key events related to
equalities and diversity.

 Child Protection leaflet
 Child Protection register
 Staff questionnaire shows all staff
felt they were aware of child
protection procedures in the
school.

 Equality and Diversity texts list with
key themes.

around the themes of Equality and
Diversity. Children have really
enjoyed these, engaged very well
and openly talk about what they
have learnt and how it relates to
our school values.
 Various citizenship days are
celebrated throughout the year.
 Children with identified needs are
very well supported to achieve.

 Achievements are celebrated from
a wide array of areas, promoting
diversity and developing a sense of
caring which broadens the horizons
of pupils.
 Golden Time activities are
structured to support the
development of skills in a variety of
areas and enable success. These
skills are celebrated at assembly. In
the final term, the senior pupils lead
the activities.
 Glenurquhart has an open door
policy where all are welcomed and
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 Lesson plans.
 Displays from these.
 Children’s questionnaires and
parent questionnaires and in HT
Open Forums highlight Equality and
Diversity lessons as a very positive.
 School blog.
 Staff plans.
 Child’s plans.
 Individual ASN timetables used
where necessary.
 TEACHH system in place for specific
children.
 PSA timetable adapted to ensure
best use of support time and
resources.
 Achievement tree and tracker.
 Children’s questionnaires showed
most children (81%) felt they had the
opportunity to succeed.
 HT Award record.
 Golden Time Activities overviews.

 Parent feedback from engagement
event highlighted welcoming

included. We work hard to ensure
all learners’ achieve success.

parents to the school,
communication and staff care as
areas we were doing well.
 New parents to the school
comment of the warm, invited
welcome they have received and
how this has supported their
children in settling well to the
school.

Inset day training records.
 Staff have received training on
 Staff plans showing use of outdoor
Outdoor learning and now
learning.
complete at least one lesson a week
 Children’s and parent’s feedback
outdoors.
show they enjoy outdoor learning
and wish more of it.
 P6/7 children completed a ‘World of  P6/7 World of Work PowerPoints
Work’ week to highlight the variety
and assembly.
of skills which can be utilised in
various jobs.
 All staff have received training on
 Staff CPD records.
French under the 1+2 Languages
 Staff plans now include
legislation. The PT has secured
opportunities for French.
funding for a placement in France
 P5 children show real motivation for
over the October 2017 period. Mrs
languages and this is commented
James has also completed enhanced
upon by their parents.
practitioner training in French. Our
 Parent feedback is to increase
P5 teacher has led Languages area
opportunities for languages within
this year and this has developed key
the school – parental engagement
skills within the class in relation to
events, HT forums, Parent Council.
other languages and cultures. The
 P6/7 came joint 7th in the Euro Quiz.
P6/7 children took part in the Euro
Quiz demonstrating their knowledge
in this area.
 P6/7 have completed a topic to
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explore diversity further and
challenge racism.
 The school monitors the attendance
of children effectively and maintains
regular communication with parents
of children for whom attendance is
causing concern.
 All children receive 2 hours of P.E. a
week.
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 Teacher’s plans
 Pupil profiles
 Pupil questionnaires highlight this
as an area that has improved in the
school.
 Attendance records

 Teacher’s plans
 Monitoring records.

QI 3.2 Raising
attainment
and
achievement

How would we evaluate this QI using the HGIOS?4 six-point scale? Excellent ☐ Very Good ☐ Good ☒

Satisfactory ☐ Weak ☐ Unsatisfactory ☐

How are we doing? What’s working well
for our learners? What are the features
of effective practice in our school?)

FOCUS ON IMPROVEMENTS FROM
LAST YEAR’S IMPROVEMENT PLAN
THEMES (HGIOS?4)
 Attainment in literacy
and numeracy

 Attainment over time
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 We continue to raise attainment in
Literacy and Numeracy – see
information at start of document.

 Work around blooms has promoted
a greater understanding of
challenge and application.
 Staff have worked to increase
relevance to real-life contexts.
 A focus on STEAM has allowed staff
to increase relevance to real-life
contexts within their teaching.
 Increased use of digital learning has
enhanced
 See attainment over time at the
start of this document.
 We have raised attainment for
targeted children in some areas as
much as 3 years in 1 year.
 Learners continue to make good
progress form their prior levels of
attainment.

How do we know? What evidence do
we have of positive impact on our
learners?

MAKE BRIEF REFERENCES TO
SUPPORTING DATA AND OTHER
INFORMATION
 Attainment tracker
 Teacher planning and attainment
discussions
 Assessments as detailed in
Assessment Model e.g. SNSA, Incas,
Salford.
 Staff plans
 Monitoring visits
 Staff CPD records

What could we do now? What actions
would move us forward?

IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES
HIGHLIGHTED IN THIS AREA – SIP
PRIORITIES SELECTED FROM THESE
Throughout the themes for this QI:
 Continue work with Maths
development officer to further raise
attainment in maths.
 Review spelling instruction
alongside new training from
Literacy Development Officer to
raise attainment in spelling and
word recognition.
 Re-analyse P1 Development
Overviews with new intake as
completed in previous years to look
at how we can support continued
improvement.

 Teacher’s own judgement and
evidence.
 Assessments as detailed in
Assessment Model e.g. SNSA, Incas,
Salford.
 Attainment discussions.

 Further develop use of digital
learning to increase motivation and
participation as well as, challenge –
especially in writing.

 Staff make good use of attainment
information to inform teaching and
next steps.
 Staff and HT regularly review
assessments and interventions with
ASNT to re-focus interventions and
groupings if necessary to ensure
needs are being met.
 Staff have increased their
confidence in making assessment
judgements and agreeing whether
they have achieved a level through
the involvement with the TLC
Assessments last session and use of
ASG planning and trackers linked
with Benchmarks this session.
 We have strong links with the High
School and Glenurquhart Childcare
Centre ensuring good transition
experiences. This year we have
begun work to enhance curricular
transition through professional
dialogue and sharing with
department heads (Science, Maths,
Modern Languages and Profiling
this session) in the High School.
This has included the P6/7 teacher
visiting subjects in the High School
and High School teachers visiting
the Primary. As a result, there is a
clearer understanding of
progression and teaching
approaches.
 ASG progression pathways and
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 Extend Emerging Literacy training
up the school.
 ASN overviews
 Attainment trackers and discussion
records.
 Staff TLC Learning Journals and TLC
Evaluation sheets.
 Discussions with staff.
 Attainment meetings.
 Achievement of a level records now
more accurate.
 Transition policy.
 Transition questionnaires show all
parents felt there was good
information sharing between
nursery and school and that all
parents felt their child settled very
well into Primary 1.
 Transition working group and
department head minutes.
 New ASG trackers.
 Enhanced transition strategies for
those who require it – child’s plans
for these children. Early
involvement of High School staff in
these.
 Progression pathways and trackers.

 Continue to develop skills
progression pathways linked with
profiling process.
 Develop pupil’s understanding and
contribution to Global Citizenship.
 Continued moderation practices
across the school and ASG to ensure
all teaching staff are secure in
where pupils are within CfE levels.
Work with QIO and area officers to
secure understanding of analysis of
data to support this. Include digital
links with school wider afield to gain
a wider perspective.
 Continue work in other subject
areas to agree progression
pathways.
 Extend tracking over time and look
at trends in all curricular areas.
 Continue to look for opportunities
to utilise accreditation where
appropriate, to recognise and
celebrate achievements and ensure
that achievement opportunities are
more challenging as children
progress through the stages.

 Overall quality of
learners’ achievement
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trackers have been created for
Literacy and Numeracy and include
use of Benchmarks.
 Staff comment that they are more
aware of and using the benchmarks
through use of the key assessment
tasks and school’s IDL planning.
 Robust tracking procedures are in
place to ensure progression,
attainment and achievement.

 Staff discussion
 Attainment discussions
 Key Assessment tasks
 IDL planners
 Staff discussions

 Adapted trackers – including risk
matrix information, SPP, Incas,
SNSAs.
 PSA trackers ensure communication
of progress and development needs
between teacher’s and ASN support
staff.
 Pupils actively contribute to the life  Achievement trackers
of the school and wider community.  Teacher’s own trackers
The Pupil Learning Council have
 Committee minutes
worked to increase pupil voice and
 Twitter Wall
pupils have led improvements in the  Pupil questionnaires show that
school.
84.5% of pupils feel the committees
are good at helping make changes
or lead improvements.
 Pupil’s achievements are regularly
 Achievement assemblies and tree,
celebrated.
newsletters, blogs.
 After-school clubs, lunch time clubs  After school clubs overview in
and committees contribute added
newsletters.
opportunities for achievements and  Achievement trackers.
to develop skills for learning, life
and work.
 Children have become more
 Pupil profiles
engaged in their learning and
 Profiling feedback shows 88% of
participate in decision making
children and all parents feel their
through the pupil profiling process.
profiles help them share their
This has supported the children in
learning, progress and

recognising, recording and sharing
their successes.
 Developing the Young Workforce
Week and our enterprise week have
supported the children to consider
skills for learning, life and work and
future career aspirations.
 The P7 food for thought project
allowed all children to be able to
leave primary school able to cook a
week’s worth of meals. The school
applied for an Education Scotland
Award and a Better Eating, Better
Learning Award for this but, were
unfortunately unsuccessful.
Feedback on the project from
Education Scotland was very
positive.
 Through the joint creation of What
Makes a Good Lesson and ‘You be
the teacher’ the children have a say
in the quality of their learning
experiences and how to improve.
 Equity for all learners

 We analyse our data – as discussed
above to ensure that we have
equity for learners.
 Our learners move into sustained
positive destinations.

 We have strong links with various
professionals to ensure support
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achievements.
 Pupil profiles
 Class blogs

 Food for thought evaluation
 Education Scotland email in
response to evaluation.
 Education Scotland school visit.

 What makes a good lesson
 You be the teacher – completed
forms show progress to aims from
previous completion
 Monitoring visits.
 Attainment and ASN discussions.
 Secondary Insight data discussions
show 97.83% of leavers in 2017 went
to positive destinations ~ above
virtual comparator, Northern
Alliance, Highland and National
data.
 Detailed in child’s plans



when required.
 We have worked to ensure all
 PEF plan above
children are fully included and
carefully selected PEF improvement
targets and the expected impact for
this.
 Exclusion rates are very low – no
 Exclusion records
exclusion in the last 2 years.
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ADDITIONAL
QI (3.3)

How would we evaluate this QI using the HGIOS?4 six-point scale? Excellent ☐ Very Good ☐ Good ☐

Satisfactory ☒ Weak ☐ Unsatisfactory ☐

How are we doing? What’s working well
for our learners? What are the features
of effective practice in our school?)

FOCUS ON IMPROVEMENTS FROM
LAST YEAR’S IMPROVEMENT PLAN
THEMES
 Creativity Skills
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 Creativity has been a key theme as
one of our school values this
session. It has been interlaced in
various curriculum subjects as well
within the school ethos. As a result,
children are becoming more familiar
with the skills included in this.
 Work with Blooms has supported
staff to gain a better understanding
of how Creativity can be applied as
a higher order thinking skill both
through questioning and in the
activities set.
 Children are confident in expressing
their opinions, challenge
assumptions and work with the
Head Teacher to look at issues from
different perspectives, showing
empathy and understanding.
 Children in P6/7 have plotted their
personal skills against the Creativity
skills and set personal targets to
improve these further. These were
then incorporated into writing and

How do we know? What evidence do
we have of positive impact on our
learners?

MAKE BRIEF REFERENCES TO
SUPPORTING DATA AND OTHER
INFORMATION
 Creativity as one school values –
work on this in relation to Equality
and Diversity also.
 Creativity displays links with Art.
 Creativity highlighted in jobs.
 Weekly plans supporting and
encouraging use of blooms.
 Class displays
 Staff plans
 Staff CPD records.
 HT discussion records

 Recorded in pupil profiles and as
part of a key assessment task.
 Staff plans

What could we do now? What actions
would move us forward?

IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES
HIGHLIGHTED IN THIS AREA – SIP
PRIORITIES SELECTED FROM THESE
Throughout the themes for this QI:
 Complete action points from 360
audit as detailed in action plan #2.
 Create progression pathway for
Creativity skills, supporting children
to make connections across
learning and apply it in various
contexts.
 Finalise ASG Technologies
progression pathway including
digital skills and introduce in school
to support progression and
tracking.
 Increase opportunities for the
children to use a wider range of
computational thinking skills
through introducing new
programmes and apps.
 Introduce digital leaders to support

 Digital Innovation
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assessment tasks.
 Enterprise Fair supported all stages
in developing some of the skills for
innovation and entrepreneurship.
 Food for Thought project allowed
all children to increase their
creativity skills in cooking a week’s
worth of meals and using ICT to
record recipes.
 This year we have used some of our
PEF to increase the digital
technologies available to the
children. We have begun to use
these to enhance learning, skills and
to allow children to consider new
digital solutions of their own.
 The Science and Technologies CCR
teacher has received funding from
the community which has enabled
the children to use Spheros to
introduce computer programming
to them and enhance their problem
solving, technology and creativity
skills.
 Little Lighthouse – looking at
building circuits and early coding
was completed with P4/5 class.
Through this all children in the class
had the opportunity to explore
Scratch, early coding.

 Class blogs
 Food@GUPS blog
 Pupil profiles
 Teacher’s plans
 Food for Thought evaluations

 PEF plan
 Teacher’s plans
 STEM work

 Parents commented on children
wishing to buy a Sphero as
Christmas presents.
 Class blogs
 Teacher’s plans
 Pupil profiles
 Pupil profiles mention enjoyment of
this and learning within it.
 Class blogs show aspects of pupil
learning and photos of the
children’s creations.

the children in leading areas of
learning.
 Continued training with staff to
upskill them in their knowledge of
opportunities to include digital and
creativity skills as well as, how to
use various new equipment.
 Look at STEAM and digital careers
as a focus for DYW week next
session.
 Staff to engage with Creativity
Portal as part of on-going research.
Use this as part of ‘looking
outwards’ for next session.

 Digital Literacy

 Increasing employability
skills
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 Children are becoming more
confident in the use of Digital
Technology.
 Online safety is completed as part
of Health and Wellbeing
programme across the school.
Partners such as Community Police
Officer are utilised to support
learning in this area for both
children and parents.
 As a school we have aimed to
ensure that we have a good variety
of apple and android tabled and
utilise both Google and Microsoft
technology to build a wide variety
of skills for the children.
 School website and class blogs are
utilised very well to support
communication with families and
the community.
 As part of STEAM focus we have
promoted STEAM careers. Many
children are now recognising the
skills required for the careers and
aspiring towards them.
 The school has worked to address
gender imbalances across the
curriculum and challenge any
prejudice based choices about
future aspirations.
 Positive links with UHI and STEM
hub have been utilised this year.
 World of Work website is used
during DYW week for all P6 and 7

 Monitoring visits
 Health and wellbeing progression
 PC McGill

 School website and class blogs
 This was highlighted as the highest
item that the school was doing well
at the parental engagement event.
 Pupil profiles
 Learners’ statements
 Pupil discussion
 Equality and Diversity work
 Pupil questionnaires
 Pupil profile comments
 School displays
 Class blogs
 Class visits to UHI
 Teacher plans

children to explore careers and
skills.
 All children are invited to the
careers fair held within the
secondary school.
 The Food for Thought project and
Developing the Young Workforce
week were closely linked to careers
within the hospitality industry. This
allowed children to explore these
and consider the skills required for
career pathways.
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 School blog
 Food@GUPS
 Food for Thought application and
evaluation
 Food for though pupil evaluations
 DYW presentations
 P6/7 class blog

QI 2.2
Curriculum: (all
themes included as this has
been part of school
improvement)

How are we doing? What’s working well
for our learners? What are the features
of effective practice in our school?)

FOCUS ON IMPROVEMENTS FROM
LAST YEAR’S IMPROVEMENT PLAN
 Rationale and Design
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 Our Curriculum Rationale has been
fully developed by our pupils,
parents and staff including, vision,
values and aims that lead all school
improvement and evaluation.
This included consideration of what
makes Glenurquhart Primary
unique/special.
This forms the ongoing basis of
curricular pathway designs.

How do we know? What evidence do
we have of positive impact on our
learners?

MAKE BRIEF REFERENCES TO
SUPPORTING DATA AND OTHER
INFORMATION
 Curriculum Rationale booklet
(updated Feb 18)
 Staff, children and families know
our vision, values and aims; created
through homework, P6 assemblies,
and family competition;
communicated in newsletters and
on website, in Handbook, displayed
at entrance, assemblies on each of
the values, part of ongoing lessons,
discussed in staff meetings. All
were also involved in considering
what makes GUPS unique and this
was included in our Curriculum
Rationale.
 Staff discussion during Inset, CATs
and meetings.
 What makes our school unique?
overview created with all
stakeholders.
 Vision, values and aims posters
throughout the school.
 What makes a good lesson showing
vision, values and aims interwoven

What could we do now? What actions
would move us forward?

IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES
HIGHLIGHTED IN THIS AREA – SIP
PRIORITIES SELECTED FROM THESE
 Time to embed and adapt
pathways as necessary to ensure
that these are having a positive
impact on raising attainment.
 Progression pathways for remaining
curricular areas and skills
progressions to be agreed.
 Skills progression pathways built
into profiling process.
 Further increase opportunities for
outdoor learning and ensure this is
progressive and curriculum led.
 Begin to enhance knowledge,
understanding and skills in digital
literacy.
 Increase learning across curricular
areas and in real life and meaningful
contexts.

 Development of the
curriculum

 Learning pathways
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into this.
 School displays incorporating values
and wellbeing indicators.
Our curriculum is reviewed annually.
 Reviewed Curriculum Rationale
This year we evaluated what we
document with highlighted
have achieved and consider how we
achievements (blue) and next steps
have incorporated looking inwards,
(yellow.)
outwards and forwards as well as,
 Wall of Wellbeing
agreeing next steps for curriculum
areas. This continues to be child-led
and grounded in their wellbeing.
Further learning around children’s
wellbeing was interlinked with this,
this session.
 Progression pathways are in place
 Progression pathways
for all curricular areas. The ASG
 Forward planning
works collegiately to review these
 Inset training records show
in light of the Benchmarks being
professional dialogue around these.
published. This year, this has
focussed on Maths and Numeracy.
Progress has also been made to
review pathways for the STEAM
subjects. All of these have taken
into account a variety of
approaches and good practice as
well as, the Benchmarks. These
allow us to track progress and have
supported staff in assessing and
agreeing progression.
 We continue to promote outdoor
 Teacher planning
learning as part of this with all
 Class blogs
classes completing learning
 Children’s personal statements on
outdoors at least weekly and realreports.
life, natural and loose parts play
 Staff plans

 Skills for learning, life and
work

being extended in the playground
provision this session.
 With the introduction of new digital
resources, all staff have developed
their skills and begun to develop
the inclusion of digital literacy
within the curriculum.
 We have worked to enhance our
inclusion and focus on skills for
learning and increasing challenge
through work around Blooms
taxonomy this session.
 We continue to include skills for life
and work through a variety of
relevant and real-life contexts.
 Children are taking the lead more
with their own learning through
target setting as part of the
profiling process.
 We have looked closely at
‘Creativity’ as one of our school
values this session, linking it with
work on Equalities and Diversity.
 All classes also completed an
Enterprise project as part of the
Christmas Enterprise Fair.
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 Staff CPD records
 Outdoor provision pictures.
 Staff plans
 PEF project overviews

 Teacher’s plans
 Weekly HT plans
 Staff questioning – monitoring visits
by HT and peers
 Staff CPD records

 Children’s profiles.
 Children questionnaires
 ‘The Dot’ displays
 Children’s profiling jotters
 Key Assessment Task around
Creativity
 Assemblies
 Class blogs
 Teacher plans
 Class blogs

QI 2.7
Partnerships –
theme 3
Impact on
Learners
 Impact on learners
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How are we doing? What’s working well
for our learners? What are the features
of effective practice in our school?)

FOCUS ON IMPROVEMENTS FROM
LAST YEAR’S IMPROVEMENT PLAN

How do we know? What evidence do
we have of positive impact on our
learners?

MAKE BRIEF REFERENCES TO
SUPPORTING DATA AND OTHER
INFORMATION

 HT has worked alongside colleagues  Engagement posters show collation
from other areas within Highland to
of discussions and feedback and
consider how we engage parents,
how this will be taken forward in
children and partners in each step
Glenurquhart Primary School. This
of ongoing school improvements.
ensures partners are considered at
the earliest stages of school
improvement.
 Class IDL planners show
consideration given to partners
involvement in learning.
 We continue to sustain positive
 Parental volunteers now increased
relationships with our parents,
within the school and suitably
partners and school community.
PVG’d.
We have further increased
 Food for Thought outline
opportunities to link with business
 School website – Food@GUPS
partners this year through our Food
for Thought project and IDL foci.
 We have increased parental
 Pupil profiles go home termly with
engagement in their child’s learning
opportunities for parents to
through the profiling process this
feedback. Written parental
year and through parent workshops
comments show a genuine
involving the children. Displays
discussion has taken place (in Key
around the school have also
Assesment tasks also.)
improved to demonstrate learning
 Parent profiling questionnaire show

What could we do now? What actions
would move us forward?

IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES
HIGHLIGHTED IN THIS AREA – SIP
PRIORITIES SELECTED FROM THESE
 Continue to identify partners within
the action plan for future school
improvement priorities as per
‘Engaging with Partners’ poster.
 Continue to invite partners to
March Parental engagement event/
invite for this as an open, drop in
week.
 Build further partnerships related to
new Gaelic Medium class e.g. Gaelic
playground, Cayman Beaga, Film G
including those raising awareness of
career opportunities.
 Increase opportunities for parents
to view learning within the
classroom e.g. open afternoons or
with the children – at parent
workshops, ‘stay and play’ in Early
stages.
 Provide parents further information

and engage with it. This includes
the creation of a poster around our
vision, values and aims. Maths
home learning packs support
parents in being part of raising
attainment in numeracy over the
coming session.
 We continue to provide good
information to parents on their
child’s learning through class
newsletters, school newsletters,
emails and class blogs.

 Parents have been fully engaged
with school improvement priorities
and helped decide next sessions
focus. They have helped shape
school vision, values and aims and
updated school policies e.g.
Equalities and Diversity. Partners
were invited to this this year e.g. PC
McGill to have a stand on Internet
Safety/ Active Schools Coordinator
to support activities but, were
unable to attend.
 We engage with a variety of
partners to enrich learning
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that all parents feel the profiles
have helped them to share
discussions about learning and see
their progress.
 Parent workshop feedback has
been highly positive
 Pictures of displays
 Vision, values and aims poster
 Class blogs
 School newsletters
 School website
 HT Open forums during day ensure
parents who cannot attend Parent
Council evening meeting have the
opportunity to contribute.
 This was highlighted at the parental
engagement event as the most
positive thing we do well –
communication.
 Parent Council minutes
 Parental engagement event –
collation of evidence shows that
parents feel they are involved and
encouraged to have a say.
 On-going updates in school
newsletters.
 QIO visit
 Parent Council minutes.
 Parent Open Forum notes.
 Policies and Information on school
blog.
 Work with Community Police

on Curriculum for Excellence as part
of the profiling process and work
with them to decide how best to
develop this.
 Increase frequency of
intergenerational links e.g. termly
coffee mornings for the elderly/ ICT
project.

experiences for the children and
support them in making links with
their learning and opportunities for
employment in the local area. This
has included training for staff to
support them in engaging with
these partners and their local
community and environment.

 We have strong links with our
GIRFEC partners to ensure we are
accessing support services and
providing the best plan of support
to meet these children’s needs.
Partners have commented on the
quality of our support.
 We ensure children’s views are
recorded in the planning process to
ensure they are being respected
and involved.
 HT meets regularly with police,
school nurse, High School, ASG
partners, Childcare Centre to ensure
we are fully aware of community
needs and that learning is
progressive and meets needs.
 Joint action research/practitioner
enquiry with Language & Literacy
group/SALT informs us of upcoming
themes to support us in working to
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Officer to meet children’s needs –
e.g. visits to classes on Drugs and
Alcohol, meetings with HT to
support specific children.
 World of Work Week partners –
P6/7 PowerPoints.
 Borlum Farm – owner regularly
comes in to support Literacy skills
and school events.
 Feis Rois, Kodaly, Guitar, Drumming,
strings, chanter and brass
instructors – regularly support
increased participation in the arts.
 Child’s plans
 Meeting minutes
 Yearly ASN overview for meetings.
 Discussion with GIRFEC partners –
especially Primary Mental Health
 Children’s views section of
children’s plans.
 Meeting minutes/notes
 Meeting records

 Language and Literacy group action
points.
 Words Up Primary Posters
 Words Up practitioner videos

raise attainment in Literacy.
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 Pre-teaching vocabulary approach
used by PSAs.

PART TWO – School Improvement Plan
Summary: Key School Improvement Priorities (add further rows if required). The priorities selected should be drawn from the possible improvement
activities identified in the Standards and Quality Report.
Improvement Priority Title
Relevant QI(s) and Theme(s)

SUSTAINABILITY – Global Citizenship, 1+2 Languages and International Education and Outdoor Learning and skills for
life and work continued.

STEAM (continued) – focus on Digital Literacy, Art and Design and continued Mathematics (attitudes to
maths)

1.2 (Leadership), 2.2 (Curriculum), 2.7
(Partnerships), 3.1 (Ensuring wellbeing,
equality and inclusion), 2.3 (Learning,
Teaching and Assessment), 3.2 (Raising
attainment and achievement), 3.3
(Increasing creativity and employability)
1.2 (Leadership of learning), 3.3 (Creativity
and Employability), 3.2 (Raising
attainment and achievement)
2.2 (Curriculum), 2.3 (Learning, Teaching and
Assessment), 2.5 (Family learning), 2.1
(Safeguarding and child protection), 2.7
(Partnerships)

Complete a detailed action plan for each of these agreed priorities on the following pages (add more pages if required). Please also use the table in
Appendix 3 to help with planning for the monitoring and evaluation of improvement activity in terms of measuring impact.
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In depth action plan #1
Improvement Priority title: Sustainability – Global Citizenship, 1+2 Languages and International Education, Outdoor Learning and skills for life and
work continued.
‘Learning for Sustainability (LfS) is an approach to life and learning which enables learners, educators, schools and their wider communities to build a socially-just,
sustainable and equitable society. An effective whole school and community approach to LfS weaves together global citizenship, sustainable development
education, outdoor learning and children’s rights to create coherent, rewarding and transformative learning experiences.’ (HGOIS 4 2015 p.59)
‘Learning for Sustainability is learning to live within the environmental limits of our planet and to build a just, equitable and peaceful society. It is essential for the
well-being of all and is an international priority.’ (UNESCO, 2013)
"The professional actions, values, skills and knowledge of Learning for Sustainability are embedded within the Standards for Registration, Career-Long Professional
Learning and Leadership and Management, recognising that all teachers should be confident in their knowledge and understanding of the challenges facing
society locally and globally." (GTCS 2013).
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Linked to QI/Theme: 1.2 (Leadership), 2.2 (Curriculum), 2.7 (Partnerships), 3.1 (Ensuring wellbeing, equality and inclusion), 3.2 (Raising attainment
and achievement), 3.3 (Increasing creativity and employability)
Linked to National Improvement Framework Priority (check all that apply):





Improvement in attainment, particularly in literacy and numeracy ☒
Closing the attainment gap between the most and least disadvantaged children ☒
Improvement in children and young people’s health and wellbeing ☒
Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive school leaver destinations for all young people ☒

Linked to National Improvement Drivers (check any that apply):
 School Leadership ☒ Teacher Professionalism ☒ Parental Engagement ☐ Assessment of Children’s Progress ☒ School Improvement  Performance Information 
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What difference will it make for learners? (what impact do we expect to see? List specific expected outcomes):
Children will:
 Have further developed skills for life, learning and work and know their next steps in relation to the school’s progression pathway for these.
 Have increasing awareness of the Rights of the Child and how these link with our school vision, values and aims and the wellbeing indicators.
 Know about and understand the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child and can describe how it impacts on their lives and on the lives of
children everywhere.
 Children will develop their understanding of inter-relationship of environment, society, economy and inequity, of the ecological limits to development and
the interdependence of ecological and human wellbeing.
 Display enhanced learning and motivation, increased confidence and readiness to learn.
 Be aware of John Muir and discovered, explored, conserved and shared a wild area within their school community.
 Children’s vocabulary will have increased through use of targeted 1+2 Language (P1-7 French and P5-7 Gaelic also)
 Have gained a greater cultural understanding of France.
 Have increased understanding of themselves as global citizens.
 Experience a wider variety of teaching approaches and will hear the targeted languages spoken by native speakers more often.
Linking with Action Plan #2:
 Collaborative, active learning leading to increased motivation and engagement as well as developing skills in leading and interacting with others.
 Development of higher-order thinking skills: predicting, hypothesising, analysing, making conclusions, enquiring, questioning as well as, critical thinking
skills through exploration and discovery within a variety of contexts.
 By increasing outdoor learning opportunities;
o Children’s development of active and healthy lifestyles will be supported
o Opportunities for physical activity, freedom and movement will be increased
o Sense of confidence and wellbeing will be promoted
o Positive relationships will be fostered
o Increased challenge, abilities to assess risk and skills to manage difficult situations
o Opportunities for imagination, inventiveness and resourcefulness
o Develops creativity and problem solving skills
o Increases understanding of natural world and sustainability
 All children in P7 will leave school able to cook a week’s worth of meals. (Food Project)
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Success criteria (how will we know if the change has been an improvement?):
 Learning for sustainability will be interwoven into all curricular areas demonstrated in our Curriculum Rationale.
 The whole school community will be involved and aware of our work within Sustainability, further enhancing community spirit and the school’s standing within
the community.
 Outdoor learning will be a regular (at least weekly), progressive curriculum-led experience for all learners.
 Staff will have mapped out their strengths and development needs in relation to learning for Sustainability, in line with the GTCS Professional Standards. Each
member of teaching staff will have an action plan related to this.
 Staff’s confidence in delivering Modern Foreign Languages will have increased.
 Innovative approaches to teaching, learning and assessment will have developed.
 Glenurquhart Primary will have achieved Eco Schools Award.
 Glenurquhart Primary will have achieved Fairtrade, Fair Aware Award.
 Glenurquhart Primary will have achieved Bronze Rights Respecting Schools Award (3-6months) and begun work towards Silver.
 Glenurquhart Primary will have achieved Connecting Classrooms, Foundation Level, International School Awards.
 Staff will work collaboratively to strengthen their understanding and implementation of key national policies including the Scottish Attainment Challenge,
Developing Scotland’s Young Workforce and Learning for Sustainability.
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In depth action plan #2
Improvement Priority title: STEAM (continued from last year) – focus on Digital Literacy, Art and Design and continued Mathematics (attitudes to maths

and attainment)



40% of Jobs in Highland are STEM jobs
48% of employers say they prefer STEM graduates because of the skills they possess



By 2020, it is projected that Scotland will require an additional 2,000 university STEM graduates and 1,000 college STEM graduates per year



Only 4% of engineering modern apprentices are female.



ASPIRES REPORT – Shows that earlier intervention is KEY from primary school. Efforts to broaden students’ aspirations, particularly in relation to STEM, need to
begin at primary school.

Linked to QI/Theme: 1.2 (Leadership of learning), 3.3 (Creativity and Employability), 3.2 (Raising attainment and achievement), 2.2 (Curriculum), 2.3
(Learning, Teaching and Assessment), 2.5 (Family learning), 2.1 (Safeguarding and child protection), 2.7 (Partnerships)
Linked to National Improvement Framework Priority (check all that apply):





Improvement in attainment, particularly in literacy and numeracy ☒
Closing the attainment gap between the most and least disadvantaged children ☒
Improvement in children and young people’s health and wellbeing ☐
Improvement in employability skills and sustained, positive school leaver destinations for all young people ☒

Linked to National Improvement Drivers (check any that apply):
 School Leadership ☒ Teacher Professionalism ☒ Parental Engagement ☒ Assessment of Children’s Progress ☒ School Improvement  Performance Information 
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What difference will it make for learners? (what impact do we expect to see? List specific expected outcomes):
 Increased attainment across the curriculum, with particular impact on numeracy, literacy and communication.
 Staff will have a shared knowledge and understanding of expectations and progression in STEAM subjects.
 Increased aspirations of pupils, challenging gender stereotypes in STEM careers.
 Increased scientific vocabulary and accurate use of formulas and equations.
 Develop skills for scientific enquiry and investigation using practical techniques.
 Develop skills in using tools, equipment, software, ICT and materials.
 Children will know how to stay safe and be responsible online.
 Children will have increased digital literacy.
 Children will be able to understand, apply and create new digital solutions of their own.
 Children will make informed choices about the way digital technology can and should be used.
 Increased creativity skills.
 Children will be able to apply their understanding across curricular areas and in new contexts.
 Increased differentiation, pace and challenge through learning which engages the children and is led by the needs of the learner.
 Increased family learning leading to stronger home school links which improve outcomes for learners.
 Developing the Young Workforce – making connections between skills developed within learning and skills for work.
 Pupils will develop their knowledge of the world of work within their local and extended community
 Collaborative, active learning leading to increased motivation and engagement as well as developing skills in leading and interacting with others.
 Development of higher-order thinking skills: predicting, hypothesising, analysing, making conclusions, enquiring, questioning as well as, critical thinking
skills through exploration and discovery within a variety of contexts.
 Children will have increased knowledge, understanding, values, attitudes and skills in STEAM areas that will enable them to contribute towards a more just
and sustainable world – linked with Action plan #1
 By increasing outdoor learning opportunities;
o Children’s development of active and healthy lifestyles will be supported
o Opportunities for physical activity, freedom and movement will be increased
o Sense of confidence and wellbeing will be promoted
o Positive relationships will be fostered
o Increased challenge, abilities to assess risk and skills to manage difficult situations
o Opportunities for imagination, inventiveness and resourcefulness
o Develops creativity and problem solving skills
o Increases understanding of natural world and sustainability
 All children in P7 will leave school able to cook a week’s worth of meals.
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Success criteria (how will we know if the change has been an improvement?):
Staff will be clear on how they are extending pace and challenge and this will be evident in learning observations.
Staff will have increased confidence and professional judgement in assessing children’s progress and their achievement of a level.
Assessment and collation of evidence will show increased attainment, particularly in general maths where children will now be working at or above national
averages.
We will have increased the % of children achieving levels in numeracy (General Maths, number and data) and literacy (especially spelling and writing.)
Data will be analysed and discussed termly and children at risk from not progressing will be identified early and clear interventions implemented to close any gaps.
Staff’s understanding of interpreting data and how to use this to inform future learning and teaching will be enhanced.
Diagnostic assessments will be used twice yearly to assess progress in Numeracy and agree next steps.
Increasingly positive attitudes to maths and STEAM subjects.
Clear progression pathways will be in place for all STEAM subjects.
Staff will have a shared understanding of how children progress in numeracy, clearly linked with conceptual stages of development.
Staff will have increased their knowledge of effective learning and teaching strategies in all STEAM areas to ensure rich and meaningful learning experiences are
planned for children.
All staff will complete learning outside for at least one lesson per week. Children will comment in questionnaires and focus groups that they are learning outdoors
more and be aware of the skills they are developing from this.
Numeracy and Literacy experiences and outcomes will be fully encompassed in learning across curricular areas. This will be shown in planning, lesson
observations, children’s discussion groups and assessments.
All teachers will teach STEAM areas through real-life contexts which engage children’s curiosity and make them want to explore and consider the world around
them – all teachers will explain ‘This Is Because’ (TIB) as well as learning intentions and success criteria in their learning.
Lesson observations will show that children are clear on their learning intentions and success criteria.
Class visits will show increased use of higher order thinking skills and opportunities to develop critical thinking.
Children and staff will be becoming familiar with the Google apps for Education suite and be beginning to use these within lessons. All children will have had the
opportunity to complete writing activities using ICT.
Children will be able to discuss the skills they are developing and how these relate to future career prospects.
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APPENDIX 1: Glossary of terms
Attainment

Achievement
Creativity
Closing the attainment gap

Disadvantage

Equity

Family learning

Partners

Pupil Equity Funding

Safeguarding

School community
Volunteers
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The measurable progress which children and young people
make as they progress through and beyond school. This progress is in relation to
curriculum areas and in the development of skills for learning, life and work.
The totality of skills and attributes embedded within the four capacities of Curriculum for Excellence and developed across the curriculum
in school and through learning in other contexts.
The process which generates ideas that have value to the individual. It involves looking at familiar things with a fresh eye, examining
problems with an open mind, making connections, learning from mistakes and using imagination to explore new possibilities.
Working to reduce the gap in progress, attainment and achievement between those living in Scotland’s least and most disadvantaged
homes. Many children and young people from lower-income households do significantly worse at all levels of the education system than
those from better-off homes.
This is a term used to describe the extent to which children experience socio-economic barriers to their progress. It is commonly
measured using the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD), which was used to determine which schools received Scottish
Attainment Challenge funding, or by considering Free School Meal entitlement, which was used to calculate Pupil Equity Fundin g
allocations.
Treating people fairly, but not necessarily treating people the same. Equity in education means that personal or social circ umstances such
as gender, ethnic origin or family background are not obstacles to achieving educational potential and that all o ur young people are well
supported to secure wellbeing, skills for learning, life and work and the best possible post -school destination.
This is a powerful method of engagement and learning which can foster positive attitudes towards life -long learning, promote socioeconomic resilience and challenge educational disadvantage. Engagement with families is going to be crucial in addressing t he equity
gap.
Partners include all individuals or organisations that deliver learning and contribute to the life and work of the school. These may include
CLD services, colleges, universities, employers, third sector, community organisations, an d libraries. GIRFEC partners are the
professional partners you work with who help you to address the GIRFEC agenda (e.g. Educational Psychology service, CSWs, Spe ech
and Language Therapy and so on.)
The Pupil Equity Funding is additional funding allocated directly to schools and targeted at closing the poverty related attainment gap. The
Scottish Government has committed to this funding as part of the Scottish Attainment Challenge programme from 2017-18. The Pupil
Equity Funding forms part of the £750m Attainment Scotland Fund. It is allocated on the basis of Free School Meal entitlement.
This is a much wider concept than child protection and refers to promoting the welfare of children. It encompasses: protectin g children
from maltreatment; preventing impairment of children’s health or development; ensuring that children are growing up in circum stances
consistent with the provision of safe and effective care, and taking action to enable all children and young people to have the best
outcome. Child protection is part of this definition and refers to activities undertaken to prevent children suffering, or li kely to suffer,
significant harm.
This means all children and young people, staff, parents/carers, families and partners who are connected to the school.
This means everyone who contributes to the school’s curriculum (in the widest sense) by offering activities and opportunities for children,
but who are not employed to do this. Parents running after school clubs or school chaplains offering lunchtime drop -in sessions would
be two examples of volunteers.

